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a b s t r a c t

We calculated an apparent dip attribute, which was used to ascertain the spatial distribution of fault-
related continuous deformation. The vertical component of displacement calculated from the continuous
deformation acts to ‘‘fill-in’’ missing displacement in the fault-throw profile. This result shows that
apparently complex 3D patterns of continuous strain in the volumes surrounding the fault-array
developed as part of a single, geometrically coherent fault-array. However, if this component of
continuous deformation was not added to the throw profile, the fault-array could have been mis-
interpreted as a series of isolated fault segments with coincidental overlaps. This technique permits the
analysis of continuous deformation structures, which are up to an order of magnitude smaller than
previously described. In the study area, these structures are interpreted as small fault-propagation folds,
forming in a shale-dominated cover sequence. The fault-propagation folds above the upper tip line of the
mapped fault-array bifurcate upwards from the fault surface into three coherent lobes and resemble
secondary fault segments. The near-constant along-strike length of the region of continuous deformation
throughout the syn-rift sequence implies that the length of the fault-array was established at an early
stage in its growth, prior to the establishment of a seismically-visible fault surface.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Fault-arrays comprise multiple fault segments (Peacock and
Sanderson, 1991; Childs et al., 1995, 1996a; Willemse, 1997; Crider
and Pollard, 1998; Peacock, 2002) that typically grow as geomet-
rically coherent structures (Walsh and Watterson, 1991; Childs
et al., 1995; Walsh et al., 2003b). Fault segments within these arrays
can be hard-linked by discrete faults or soft-linked by zones of
continuous deformation (Peacock and Sanderson, 1991; Trudgill
and Cartwright, 1994; Childs et al., 1995; Walsh et al., 2003b). In
seismic reflection profiles, continuous deformation is commonly
expressed as the rotation, thickening or thinning of strata within
the deformed volume between soft-linked faults. Continuous
strains result from any combination of plastic deformation and/or
small-scale faults or fractures below the resolvable limits of seismic
data (e.g. Fig. 1, Steen et al., 1998; Townsend et al., 1998). The
specific limits at which structures can be resolved depend on the
depth of the feature and the quality of the seismic data.

Geometric coherence is the concept that faults and fault-related
strain maintain regular and systematic geometries and relationships
Long).
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throughout the evolution of a fault-array. The throws due to faults
and associated continuous deformation should together produce
smoothly varying displacement profiles, which resemble that of
a single fault (Walsh et al., 2003b). If a fault-array has maintained
geometric coherence this must suggest kinematic coherence, which
is the systematic and linked accumulation of displacement across the
fault-array (Walsh and Watterson, 1991). The fault-propagation
model of Marchal et al. (1998) predicts that fault-arrays evolve by the
coherent growth and linkage of secondary faults, which are small
faults that form at the propagating tips of a primary fault segment.
Secondary faults can form as separate fault segments soft-linked to
the primary fault via relay zones, or as hard-linked structures that
bifurcate from the main fault surface. This fault growth model can be
applied to both horizontal and vertical tip lines (Marchal et al., 1998,
2003). Fault propagation will ultimately result in segmented fault tip
lines, as shown by observations of naturally occurring faults
(Mcgrath and Davison,1995; Childs et al.,1996b; Marchal et al., 2003;
Kristensen et al., 2008).

Fault-propagation folds are manifestations of fault-related
continuous deformation that develop ahead of a propagating tip
line and which deform the free surface (Withjack et al., 1990;
Corfield and Sharp, 2000; Sharp et al., 2000; Gawthorpe et al.,
2003; Finch et al., 2004; Jackson et al., 2006; White and Crider,
2006; Ford et al., 2007). In the case of synsedimentary normal
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation structural geometries that produce the appearance of
continuous deformation at the scale of observation for a seismic reflection profile. (a)
Rotation of the seismic horizon. (b–c) Different arrangements of sub-seismic scale
faults. (d) Horizon rotation and sub-seismic scale faults. Taken from (Steen et al., 1998).
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faults, fault-propagation folds are expressed as monoclines whose
axes lie parallel to the strike of the fault-array. The development of
a synsedimentary monocline results in the main depocentre being
offset into the hanging wall, in comparison with emergent synse-
dimentary normal faults where the depocentre is located in the
immediate hanging wall of the fault (Sharp et al., 2000; Gawthorpe
et al., 2003). Scaled analogue and numerical models of extensional
fault-propagation folds above rigid basement fault blocks have
shown that the amplitudes and wavelengths of monoclines are
controlled by the dip of the basement fault and by the rheology of
the overlying strata. These models also show that the mechanical
stratigraphy controls whether fault-arrays within the cover are
isolated or hard-linked to the basement fault (Withjack and Call-
away, 2000; Finch et al., 2004).

The aim of this paper is to describe the three-dimensional (3D)
geometry of the brittle and continuous deformation at and beyond
the upper tips of a synsedimentary normal fault-array in the Inner
Moray Firth basin (IMF). However, the method and applications are
not limited to synsedimentary settings, or to the IMF. We use
interpretations of 3D seismic reflection data to test the idea that
deformation at seismically imaged fault tips, including continuous
deformation, is geometrically coherent. The methodology described
here allows us to make inferences about the complex geometric
arrangement of secondary faults, on which the offsets are below the
resolution of the seismic data and are therefore manifest, at least in
part, as continuous deformation at the scale of observation. The scale
of structures studied in this paper (maximum throw ca. 115 ms) is
greater than those described by (Kristensen et al., 2008), but less
than those of (Corfield and Sharp, 2000).
2. Geological setting

The study area is located in the Inner Moray Firth basin (Fig. 2).
The main phase of NW–SE extension occurred during the Late
Jurassic to Early Cretaceous (represented by the mapped H5–BCU
interval; Figs. 3 and 4). There is little evidence for active extension
during the Triassic to Mid-Oxfordian, which is represented by the
mapped Triassic chert to Horizon H5 interval (Figs. 3 and 4). This
extension produced the regional NE–SW trending normal fault set
(Fig. 2a) (Underhill, 1991b; Thomson and Underhill, 1993) and
associated half-graben basin fill (Fig. 2) (Underhill, 1991b). Sedi-
ment packages thicken towards the north–west along the Helms-
dale–Wick boundary fault systems (Fig. 2). Subsequent Cretaceous
sedimentation records gentle regional subsidence. Post-Cretaceous
reactivation of some large-offset faults has occurred in the IMF.
Faults that offset the BCU are recognised as being reactivated, but
no evidence is found for post-Cretaceous deformation having
reactivated faults in the immediate study area.

The study focuses on deformation within the Middle to Upper
Jurassic succession, which encompasses the uppermost part of the
pre-rift and lowermost syn-rift sequences (Figs. 3 and 4). Region-
ally, the onset of syn-rift sedimentation was marked by deposition
of the H5 horizon (Intra Oxfordian reflector). Correlation of seismic
reflectors with nearby wells shows that the mapped syn-rift
sequence (H5–H1) is shale-dominated and overlies a sandstone-
dominated pre-rift sequence, which includes Horizon H6 (Fig. 4).

The mapped fault-array consists of three NE–SW trending en-
echelon segments (F1–F3; Fig. 3) separated by two relay zones.
Aggregate displacement on the array decreases southwest towards
the mapped lateral tips. The studied faults dip towards the NW,
antithetic to nearby large-offset faults that dip towards the SE (Fig. 3).

The mapped H1–H5 sequence thickens from footwall to hanging
wall across F1, F2 and F3 (Fig. 3). Fault scraps in the IMF show no
evidence for footwall erosion, which suggests that F1, F2 and F3
were either blind faults, or were synsedimentary faults that were
blanketed with sediments during deposition of the Late Jurassic to
Early Cretaceous syn-rift sequence (Underhill, 1991a,b; Nicol et al.,
1997; Childs et al., 2003). Analysis of throws on the mapped faults
shows that F1, F2 and F3 have vertical displacement gradients
greater then ca. 0.16 (Fig. 5). This value is consistent with vertical
displacement gradients calculated for synsedimentary faults in
other areas (Nicol et al., 1996, 1997; Cartwright et al., 1998; Walsh
et al., 2003a). Furthermore, the boundaries between sub-horizontal
and sub-vertical throw contours, which separate pre- and syn-
faulting parts of the fault surface (Childs et al., 2003), coincide with
the base of the regional syn-rift sequence (TopA horizon; Fig. 5).
These observations suggest that faults F1, F2 and F3 were active
during the deposition of the Upper Jurassic syn-rift sequences (Figs.
3 and 4; H5–H1). This inference is consistent with previous studies
that have also shown similar faults in the IMF to be synsedimentary
in origin (Underhill, 1991a,b; Nicol et al., 1997; Childs et al., 2003;
Walsh et al., 2003a). Together, our observations suggest that sedi-
mentation rates generally outpaced fault displacement rates
throughout Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous extension (Childs et al.,
2003). Importantly, the synsedimentary character of these faults
enabled them to interact with the free surface, facilitating the
development of fault-propagation folds (Sharp et al., 2000; Gaw-
thorpe et al., 2003).

3. Method

3.1. 3D seismic interpretation

The 3D seismic survey used in this study is located over the
Beatrice oil field within the central IMF (Fig. 2). The seismic survey has
a 12.5 m by 12.5 m inline and cross line spacing. The aerial extent of
the study area within the survey is 3 km by 2 km. Velocity information
from nearby wells was used to depth convert a seismic section. The
velocity data are consistent with a uniform overburden lacking lateral
velocity variations (Fig. 6). Therefore, the depth conversion process
had a minimal effect on the overall geometries observed, apart from
a uniform vertical expansion of the entire section. Relative changes of



Fig. 2. (a) Schematic structural geometry of the IMF for the regional base syn-rift stratigraphic horizon (see Fig. 4). (b) Regional 2D seismic section across the Inner Moray Firth
(IMF) basin (section location in Fig. 2a). (c) Interpretation of (b) showing the main marker horizons. (See Fig. 4 for detailed stratigraphy). The IMF is an extensional half graben with
the maximum subsidence against the HelmsdaledWick basin-bounding fault systems to the NW. BCU is the Base Cretaceous Unconformity; Intra Ox. is an Intra Oxfordian reflector
that marks the base of the syn-rift sequence in the study area.
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the fault geometries are negligible between the depth and time
sections (Fig. 6). Consequently, to prevent the introduction of addi-
tional uncertainties due to depth converting the data, the time-
migrated volume was used to analyse fault-related deformation.

Six horizons (H1–H6) that are either cut by or located above the
upper tip line of the mapped fault-array were picked on every fifth
inline and cross line. Areas of structural complexity were inter-
preted on every second inline and cross line (25 m spacing).
3.2. Quantifying continuous and discontinuous deformation

3.2.1. Discontinuous deformation (fault throw)
Fault throw is defined as the vertical component of displace-

ment measured between mapped horizon cut-offs (Needham et al.,
1996). Throw was measured along sample lines orientated
perpendicular to the average strike of the studied faults. Sample
line spacing was 20 m. All faults were assumed to have dip-slip



Fig. 3. (a–b) Adjacent seismic profiles aligned normal to the strike of the mapped fault-array. The six mapped horizons used in this study are H1–H6 and regional marker horizons
are also shown for context. (b) Rotated horizons past the SW tip of fault F1, circled. (c) Time-structure map for horizon H6. The three faults in the study area display a left-stepping,
en-echelon arrangement and are separated by relay ramps linking the footwall and hanging wall sediments. A later ENE–WSW trending cross fault, formed during minor post-
Cretaceous extension, cuts fault F1. Contour measurements are in ms two-way travel time.
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displacements (Underhill, 1991b) and the location of the sample
grid was fixed, allowing comparison of displacements on different
horizons. A disadvantage of using a fixed, oriented sample gird
arises when individual faults are not parallel to the average fault
strike for the sample volume. This geometric difference creates
a miss-match between fault throw and adjacent continuous
displacement, adding noise to the aggregate displacement profiles.
In this study, all faults are subparallel so the effect is negligible.

The maximum uncertainty associated with the positions of map-
ped cut-offs is estimated to be 6 ms TWT. Of this, 4 ms TWTarises from
the sampling interval of the seismic data. The remaining uncertainty
is associated with errors in correlating the interpreted horizon picks



Fig. 4. Lithological units from the study area (Beatrice Field), adapted from (Stevens,
1991). Horizons used in this study are highlighted (grey). H1–H5 are in the syn-rift
sequence, while H6 is in the pre-rift section.
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across faults. In areas where the seismic horizons are well imaged, the
uncertainty due to errors in correlation approach zero.

The ability to interpret fault offsets in seismic data is controlled
by the vertical resolution of the data. At depths similar to those in
this study (>1.5–2 s TWT or approximately 2 km) only faults with
throws greater than 20 m will typically have observable offsets
(Townsend et al., 1998). Large sections of the fault surfaces with
smaller throws are therefore not resolved through mapping of
offset horizons. However, by studying the continuous deformation
present beyond the mapped fault tips a greater proportion of the
fault-related strain can be measured. This continuous deformation
at the scale of observation can be mapped with confidence due to
the close spacing of the 3D seismic lines and by minimizing miss-
ties on horizon grids.
3.2.2. Continuous deformation (apparent dip)
The vertical component of displacement due to continuous

deformation in the volume surrounding the mapped faults was
calculated from the apparent dip of triangulated horizon grids.
Apparent dip was measured along the same set of sample lines
used to calculate fault throw, thus allowing direct comparison with
fault throw (Fig. 7). Sensitivity studies were performed on selected
horizon grids to determine the optimum triangle size. Large
triangles produce smoother surfaces. Smaller triangles more closely
match the picked horizon grid, but increase the potential for noise.
In this case, ‘‘noise’’ refers to scatter due to natural variability in
reflector dip that is not fault-related, miss-correlations of horizon
grids across faults and the inherent uncertainty associated with the
sample interval of the seismic data. A maximum triangle size of 20
m was used to ensure a representative reconstruction of the raw
data.

The next step was to distinguish apparent dips due to contin-
uous deformation in the volume surrounding the mapped fault-
array (here termed ‘‘abnormal rotations’’) from dips caused by
regional tilting of each horizon. The half-graben geometry of the
IMF means that reflectors display a regional tilt towards the north–
west (Fig. 2). Some of the tilt is also likely to result from flexure in
the footwall of a major fault located immediately southeast of the
studied fault-array (Figs. 2 and 3, Barnett et al., 1987). The magni-
tude of regional tilt on each horizon was calculated in areas away
from the mapped fault-array, and apparent dips less than or equal
to the regional tilt were excluded from further analysis. Large
apparent dips can also be caused by miss-ties in horizon grids
between adjacent inlines or crosslines (Fig. 8a, point X) and/or by
deformation related to other faults (Fig. 8a, point Y). These anom-
alies were removed by visual inspection and were also excluded
from further analysis. The remaining areas of abnormal rotation
were hypothesised to be fault-related continuous deformation in
the volume surrounding the studied fault-array (Fig. 8b).

Maps showing the distribution of abnormal rotation around the
mapped fault-array were contoured for ‘‘low’’ (�2�), ‘‘medium’’
(2�–4�), ‘‘high’’ (4�–12�) and ‘‘very high’’ (>12� excluding fault
polygons) values of abnormal rotation. As shown previously, depth
conversion results in vertical expansion of seismic sections (Fig. 6),
allowing comparison of abnormal rotations on different horizons.

Finally, the vertical displacements attributed to continuous
fault-related deformation were summed along each sample line,
allowing direct comparison with fault-throw measurements
(Fig. 9).

4. Results

4.1. Reflector geometries

Horizons H1–H3 are located above the seismically imaged upper
tip line of the fault-array. Horizons H4–H6 are cut and offset by one
or more of the mapped fault segments, F1, F2 and F3 (Fig. 3). Vertical
seismic sections oriented approximately perpendicular to fault
strike show that the youngest H1–H3 sequence (and, where it is not
faulted, the older H3–H5 sequence), change in thickness across the
underlying fault-array. The points at which younger H1–H3
sequences achieve their maximum thicknesses are not immediately
adjacent to the upward projection of the underlying fault plane, but
are located up to 200 m to the north–west, towards the mutual
hanging wall of the fault-array (Fig. 3). In contrast, the oldest H5–H6
sequence is commonly thicker in the immediate hanging walls of the
mapped faults (e.g. Fig. 3b, adjacent to fault F1).

Reflector dips vary around the seismically imaged fault tips. Dip
values typically increase within regions tens to hundreds of metres
wide, situated either side of and/or above mapped upper tip points
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Fig. 5. Plots of fault throw with contour interval of 10 ms TWT. Throw values go up to 120 ms TWT (darkest colour). The hanging wall cutoff for horizon TopA (TopA Sand, Fig. 4) is
marked on the plots and represents the base of the syn-rift sequence. (a) Composite fault image viewed in strike projection, showing the spatial relationship of faults F1, F2 and F3
(See Fig. 3c for context). F1 is cut by a later cross fault and continues off the edge of the seismic data to the NE. (b) Throw plots for faults F2 and F3. F2 and F3 are partially linked
along a branch line (BL). Vertical throw gradients are measured for each fault from the point of maximum displacement to the upper tip line. Vertical throw gradients are 0.5, 1.3,
0.34 and 0.18 for faults F1, F1 continued, F2 and F3, respectively.
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(Figs. 3 and 9). The steepest horizon dips occur in narrow zones above
fault tips (e.g. Fig. 9, left hand side). Steep dips also occur along strike
from the lateral tips of seismically imaged faults. These anomalous
rotations occur within both pre- and syn-faulting sequences (e.g.
Fig. 3b, Horizon H6). In all cases, the anomalous rotations occur in
strata that dip towards the mutual hanging wall of the fault-array,
giving rise to broad monoclines and sharper kinks (Fig. 3).

4.2. Spatial distribution of continuous deformation

In map view, the patterns of abnormal rotation observed on
horizons H1–H4 are not uniformly distributed above faults F1 and
F2, but rather occur as patchy areas of high and low abnormal
rotations (Fig. 9, left hand side). Regions of high and very high
rotation occur above the seismically imaged tip lines of F1 and F2,
expressed as discrete en-echelon bands (dark grey) surrounded by
wider zones of more gentle abnormal rotation (light grey) (Fig. 9,
horizons H1–H4). The en-echelon bands of high to very high
rotation vary in width between 60 and 300 m and coincide with the
projected locations of the seismically imaged faults from below
(Fig. 10). The steep limbs of these monoclinal bands are located over
the projected hanging wall blocks (Fig. 3).

Horizon H1 is the youngest horizon to have been affected by
faults F1 and F2 and marks the uppermost boundary of continuous
deformation that can be imaged in the seismic volume. Starting at
horizon H1 and working downward towards the mapped upper tip
line, the distribution and magnitude of abnormal rotation change
noticeably (Fig. 9). Horizon H1 is characterised by a 750 m wide
zone of low abnormal rotations, which trends NNE–SSW and
contains patches of medium abnormal rotation (darker grey) that
are arranged in a left-stepping en-echelon pattern.

On Horizon H2, an 800 m wide zone of fault-related continuous
deformation follows the same NNE–SSW trend as horizon H1.
Within this wide zone are three approximately 90 m-wide bands of
high to very high abnormal rotations, which trend NE–SW and
again have a left-stepping, en-echelon arrangement. The NNE–SSW
trend persists for Horizon H3, where the wider zone of continuous
deformation contains a continuous band of parallel, NE–SW
trending, left-stepping segments that merge to define the overall
NNE–SSW trend.

Horizon H4 is also characterised by a general NNE–SSW trend-
ing zone of continuous deformation. Fault F1 intersects H4 (Fig. 9,
Horizon H4). The magnitude of continuous deformation is notice-
ably reduced in the immediate hanging wall of the mapped fault
trace (graph, H4, Fig. 9). The greatest magnitude of continuous
deformation for this horizon occurs at the fault tips (i.e. directly
above the trace of F1 on H5) and above the projected location of F2
(Figs. 9 and 10).



Fig. 6. Seismic sections through the study area. (a) Time section. (b) Depth-converted section using velocity information form nearby wells (c). (c) A time-structure map for regional
horizon TopA, showing the location of the section and nearby wells. The map is coloured for two-way travel time (TWT), and dark colours equal largest TWT.
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Two seismically imaged fault segments cut horizon H5 (Fig. 9).
Fault F1 has a maximum throw of approximately 50 ms at this level.
The distribution and amount of continuous deformation on horizon
H5 is markedly different as compared to the overlying horizons. The
high levels of continuous deformation present on the younger
horizons (H2–H4) are reduced in the immediate foot and hanging
walls of F1 and F2 (Fig. 9). However, high levels of continuous
deformation extend beyond the mapped southwestern tip of fault
F1 to a distance approximately equal to the length of the fault trace
seen on the underlying horizon H6 (Fig. 9, Horizons H5–H6, point
a). In addition, NE–SW and E–W trending bands showing high
levels of continuous deformation occur, respectively, at the tips of
F2 and within the relay zone between F1 and F2.

Horizon H6 is cut by three seismically imaged fault segments,
and displays minimal continuous deformation in the hanging wall
of fault F1. The southwestern tip of fault F1 also displays smaller
magnitudes of continuous deformation compared to the same
region on H5. Horizon H6 contains the maximum along-strike
extent of fault F1 hence there are no (seismically imaged) fault tip
lines that lie directly beneath the mapped tip of F1 (Fig. 5). The
immediate footwall of fault F1 is characterised by a band of
continuous deformation adjacent to a prominent right-stepping
bend in the fault trace (Fig. 9, Horizon H6, point b). This band of
anomalous dips follows the same trend as the fault trace immedi-
ately to the northeast of the right-stepping bend.

4.3. Displacement distance profiles

The displacement distance (d–x) profiles (Fig. 9, right hand side)
show the vertical offsets (throws) on faults F1, F2 and F3 together
with the vertical component of continuous displacement calculated
from the areas of abnormal rotations (Fig. 9, left hand side). The d–x
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plots are therefore a graphical representation of the discontinuous
and continuous displacements for each horizon.

The maximum aggregate vertical component of displacement
decreases from approximately 140 ms on H6 to about 80 ms on the
overlying H5 horizon, but has an approximately constant value of
between 40 and 50 ms on horizons H2–H4. The maximum aggre-
gate component on H1 is about 20 ms. The along-strike extent of
the region affected by faulting and/or continuous deformation
displays a similar pattern. The southwestern ‘‘tip point’’ of the
deformation zone is situated about 300 m further towards the NE
on horizon H5 compared with H6, and by about 1200 m in the same
direction on H4 compared with H5. By contrast, the tip of the
deformation zone maintains an approximately constant position
for horizons H1–H4.

Continuous displacement accounts for a significant proportion of
the total deformation observed on each horizon. Horizons H6–H5
H5

X

Y

Low Medium
Abnormal Ro

N Y

1 km

a

Fig. 8. (a) Areas of abnormal rotation where all apparent dips above the defined backgroun
and geometries on adjacent faults (Y). (b) These features are removed to leave the abnorm
have approximately equal amounts of displacement partitioned
between continuous deformation and mappable fault offsets
(Fig. 9). Horizons H1–H3 are entirely deformed by continuous
deformation while horizon H4 is nearly all continuous deformation.

On each horizon, the total displacement curve (dashed line)
resembles that of a single fault more than either the fault
displacement or continuous displacement curves alone (Fig. 9).
Close inspection of the d–x plots shows striking inverse correla-
tions between the observed magnitudes of continuous and
discontinuous displacement (Fig. 9). For example, abrupt increases
in the magnitude of continuous displacement occur at the north-
east tip of F2 and southwest tip of F1 on horizon H5, which helps to
‘‘smooth out’’ the total displacement profile (Fig. 9, H5). Similarly,
midway along the strike of F2 a low in fault displacement is
matched by an increase in continuous displacement (Fig. 9, H5).
These relationships maintain an aggregate profile that resembles
one for a single fault. Similar relationships can be observed on the
other horizons (Fig. 9, H4–H6). The displacement profiles derived
solely from continuous displacement on horizons H1–H3 are also
seen to resemble that of a single coherent fault. Thus, displacement
profiles resembling that of a single coherent fault are present at all
levels within the sequence.
4.4. Description of fault F1

Fault F1 has a maximum throw of 115 ms TWT decreasing
towards the mapped southwestern tip. Fault F1 displays its
maximum lateral extent on horizon H6 and decreases in length
upwards to horizon H4 (Figs. 9 and 10). Horizon H6 is characterised
by a zone of abnormal rotation that extends 100 m beyond the
mapped fault, but the horizontal extent of the region of abnormal
deformation increases upwards between horizons H6–H4 (Fig. 10).
The tip line of fault F1 directly underlies Horizons H5 and H4.
Therefore, a correlation exists between an increase in the extent of
abnormal rotation beyond the mapped fault tip and the presence of
a seismically imaged fault plane immediately beneath those hori-
zons. The transition from the sandstone-dominated pre-rift strata
to the shale-dominated syn-rift sequence occurs at horizon H5
(Fig. 3). This transition also marks an increase in the ratio of
continuous deformation to fault displacement, and the appearance
of a wide zone of low to medium rotation, measured normal to
strike (Fig. 9). Above fault F1 (H4–H1) is a zone of strong abnormal
rotation. This zone splits into three distinct linear bands on horizon
H2. These zones of abnormal rotation trend NW–SE matching the
mapped fault below.
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5. Interpretation and discussion

5.1. Geometric coherence

A consequence of syntectonic sedimentation, such as that
inferred in the study area, is the development of different sediment
thickness in the hanging wall and footwall of mapped faults.
Therefore, it is important to consider the role of differential
compaction in producing rotated seismic reflectors and apparent
monoclinal geometries, as reported by Thomson and Underhill
(1993) elsewhere in the IMF basin. Compactional drapes are likely
to be greatest within depocentres containing the thickest syn-
faulting sequences. This situation will occur towards the centres of
faults, that is, closest to the point of maximum throw. However, our
observations show that continuous rotations of seismic reflectors
are likely to be greatest at fault tips, not within the hanging walls of
seismically imaged fault traces. Similarly, rotated reflectors can also
be seen within the pre-growth (pre-H5) sequence, which was
presumably well-compacted prior to the onset of faulting. Thomson
and Underhill (1993) show that compactional drapes are in some
cases related to faults with marked convex upwards fault geome-
tries, their fig. 5, whereas the faults in the present study area are
sub-planar (Fig. 3c). We conclude that the observed abnormal
rotations were primarily a response to fault growth and propaga-
tion, rather than differential compaction. However, differential
compaction may have subsequently exaggerated stratal dips and
monoclinal geometries.

Our results show that the continuous deformation in the volume
surrounding the upper part of the mapped normal fault-array is
characterised by rotations of seismic reflectors, resulting in
increased dips towards the mutual hanging wall. These ‘‘abnormal
rotations’’ give rise to broad monoclines and sharper kinks. In map
view, regions of continuous deformation appear to be patchily but
systematically distributed, with the greatest magnitudes of
abnormal rotation occurring above or along strike from mapped
upper and lateral fault tip points, adjacent to bends in fault traces,
and within relay zones (Fig. 9). The vertical component of
displacement calculated from the continuous deformation acts to
‘‘fill-in’’ missing displacement in the throw profile for the aggregate
fault-array (Fig. 9). The aggregate displacement profile more closely
resembles that of a single fault than either the fault throw or
continuous displacement profiles alone (Huggins et al., 1995; Walsh
et al., 2003b). The mapped structures therefore appear to have
developed as part of a single, coherent fault-array.

5.2. Fault-propagation folding and the influence of mechanical
stratigraphy

In detail, the youngest syn-rift horizon (H1) shows the devel-
opment of broad monoclines (Fig. 9). Older syn-rift horizons
display sharp, NE–SW trending ‘‘kinks’’ (areas of high abnormal
rotation) that are situated directly above mapped fault tip lines
(Figs. 9 and 10) within broad regions of more gentle rotation. The
kinks become more pronounced and better interconnected on
older horizons (H2–H5, Fig. 9). Trading space for time, we interpret
these observations to mean that the broad, low-amplitude folds
developed at an early stage of fault propagation but were subse-
quently deformed by sharper kinks situated directly above propa-
gating tip lines.

This interpretation is consistent with the results of analogue and
numerical models that simulate faulting and fault-propagation
folding in the sedimentary cover above a predefined ‘‘basement’’
fault (Withjack et al., 1990; Finch et al., 2004). Numerical models
show that deformation of a weak cover sequence is initially char-
acterised by the development of a broad monocline above the
basement fault. With increasing slip, deformation becomes more
localised above the propagating fault, giving rise to tight fault-
propagation folds within the broad monocline (Withjack et al.,
1990; Finch et al., 2004). As deformation continues, the limbs of the
sharp, kink-like fault-propagation fold steepen until they are finally
breached by the propagating fault. By contrast, the presence of
a strong cover sequence results in a narrower monocline and more
rapid propagation of the basement fault into the cover. These
models show that the mechanical strength of the cover sequence is
an important control on the development of fault-propagation
folds.

The inherent limit in seismic resolution means that it is
impossible to quantify the proportion of continuous displacement
accommodated by plastic deformation vs. sub-seismic scale fault-
ing, without direct sampling by drilling. Nevertheless, it is impor-
tant to point out that the fault-propagation folds described in this
study have vertical extents (amplitudes) of approximately 40 ms
(Fig. 9), which is more than an order of magnitude smaller than
comparable seismic examples of fault-propagation folds on the
Halten Terrace, offshore Norway (vertical extents between 500 and
1000 ms) (Withjack et al., 1990; Corfield and Sharp, 2000). Here,
fault-propagation folds developed in a shale-dominated syn-rift
sequence overlying pre-rift red beds and evaporites (Marsh et al.,
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2009). The overall scale of fault-propagation folding is controlled by
the size of the underlying faults, but it appears that the geometry
and evolution of the folds is controlled by the mechanical proper-
ties of the overburden sequence (Withjack et al., 1990).

5.3. Growth of the mapped fault-array

The total displacement profiles (fault throw plus continuous
deformation; Fig. 9) show that the along-strike extent of the region
affected by fault-related deformation on F1, F2 and F3 is less from
the H6 (pre-rift) and H4 (syn-rift) stratigraphic level, but is
approximately constant within the overlying syn-rift horizons.
Similarly, maximum aggregate displacements are less between
horizons H6–H4, but nearly constant for H4–H2 before decreasing
again for H1. The near-constant width and along-strike extent of
the region affected by fault-related deformation suggests that the
volume of continuous deformation surrounding the mapped faults
is enclosed by a steeply-plunging (sub-vertical) lateral tip line. The
observation of near-constant along-strike length throughout the
syn-rift sequence is interpreted to imply that the lateral length of
the fault-array was established at an early stage in its growth. This
inference is consistent with a previous study that suggests that
fault lateral lengths may be near-constant from early fault system
development (Walsh et al., 2002).

The small changes in aggregate displacement upward through
the H4–H2 syn-rift succession is consistent with a small vertical
displacement gradient above horizon H5 (Fig. 9, right hand side).
The near-constant aggregate displacement for these horizons, fol-
lowed by a decrease in displacement for the youngest syn-rift
horizon, H1, could be interpreted as evidence for fault reactivation
following a period of stasis during the deposition of H4–H2, e.g.
(Cartwright et al., 1998). However, our preferred interpretation,
which requires only a single phase of rifting, is that the small
vertical displacement gradients resulted from an increase in the
sedimentation rate relative to the displacement rate on the
evolving fault-array. This increase in the ratio of sedimentation to
fault displacement could have occurred due to an absolute increase
in the sedimentation rate, or due to a temporary decrease in fault-
slip rate in this part of the IMF basin, cf. (Jackson, 1999), or
a combination of both mechanisms. In any case, blanketing of the
fault scarps facilitated the development of fault-propagation folds
in the overburden.

5.4. Geometry and evolution of fault F1

The lateral tip line of fault F1 in the study area plunges steeply
towards the SW (Fig. 10). The northeastern upper tip line is sub-
horizontal beneath H4, but southwestward, it curves up and
penetrates H4. The lateral ‘‘tip line’’ or boundary of the continu-
ously deformed region around F1 has a similar geometry to the
lateral fault tip line, plunging steeply southwestward. The 3D
reconstruction clearly shows that regions of high continuous strain,
i.e. monoclines, on horizons H4–H6 directly overlie the lateral tip
line of F1. Monoclines observed at fault tips, similar to those seen
here, are often recorded in outcrop data (Cartwright and Mansfield,
1998; Jackson et al., 2006; Ferrill et al., 2007). Our results therefore
confirm White and Crider’s (2006) suggestion, which was based on
outcrop data and linear-elastic boundary-element method model-
ling, that monoclinal folds are likely to develop above the blind,
lateral extents of surface-breaking, synsedimentary faults.

The reflectors above the mapped upper tip line of fault F1 are
deformed by three en-echelon, left-stepping monoclines (fault-
propagation folds). The internal structure of the monoclines is
below the resolution of the seismic data, but the analysis of the
aggregate displacement profiles show that the folds developed as
a coherent part of the fault-array. The simplest model to explain the
en-echelon arrangement of the monoclines is that the upper tip
line of fault F1 bifurcated (split) as it propagated upwards from
horizon H5, forming three en-echelon, left-stepping lobes. On H4,
the central lobe is visible as the mapped trace of F1 (Fig. 9). This
interpretation is consistent with previous models for the coherent
growth of segmented fault-arrays (Childs et al., 1996b; Marchal
et al., 2003; Walsh et al., 2003b). Importantly, our findings show
that the distribution of continuous deformation can be mapped and
visualised using 3D seismic data, providing a method to study the
interactions between primary and secondary fault segments even
where the aggregate throw is only a few tens of milliseconds
(Fig. 10).

Analysis of seismic data alone cannot, however, explain all of the
observed relationships. In particular, it is not clear as to why
anomalous dips are commonly observed to be low or absent in the
immediate hanging walls of mapped faults (e.g. Fig. 9). It could be
because stratal dips are very high within narrow zones immedi-
ately adjacent to the fault traces, hence are not imaged in seismic
data. This hypothesis would suggest that reflector dips increase
with increasing displacement on adjacent faults. This concept is
consistent with continuous deformation originating due to, or
being modified by, frictional drag. Alternatively, the absence of
continuous deformation may suggest that some segments that
propagated upwards and broke the surface more rapidly than in
adjacent regions, (Ford et al., 2007).
5.5. Practical applications

Our results show that areas with abnormal rotations can be used
to identify regions of fault-related deformation in 3D seismic data.
Correct identification of small-scale fault-related deformation has
implications for modelling fluid flow (hydrocarbons, ground water,
CO2) in the subsurface. The method proposed here is versatile and
can be used in any tectonic setting and complements existing
techniques used to sample fault throw. Previous studies (e.g. Steen
et al., 1998; Townsend et al., 1998) have suggested that dip anom-
alies can be used to identify areas of small (sub-seismic) scale
faulting in 3D seismic volumes. For example, Fig. 9 highlights areas
of anomalous rotations within the relay ramp between F1 and F2 on
horizon H5, and adjacent to the right-stepping bend in the trace of
F2 on H6. The map-view geometries suggest that these areas of
continuous deformation may be associated with, respectively, an
incipient breaching fault cutting obliquely across the relay ramp
and a footwall splay fault associated with a breached relay on F2.
The coherency of the aggregate displacement profiles is consistent
with these inferences. The key point is that the techniques
described here allow rigorous geological analysis of these anoma-
lies, enabling us to investigate possible implications if they are
treated as faults or fault-related fracture systems.
6. Conclusions

1. We have calculated the apparent dips for six horizons within
a 3D seismic volume, measured along sample lines oriented
perpendicular to the average strike of a mapped fault-array.
This dip attribute is used to derive the spatial distribution of
fault-related continuous deformation, from which we calcu-
lated the vertical component of displacement due to contin-
uous deformation. This measure of continuous displacement is
directly comparable to fault throw.

2. This technique permits the analysis of continuous deformation
structures (fault-propagation folds) that are up to an order of
magnitude smaller than previously described.
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3. Our study supports previous work, which demonstrated that
fault-arrays and associated volumes of continuous deformation
surrounding them are geometrically coherent and are likely to
have been kinematically coherent throughout their evolution
(Walsh and Watterson, 1991; Walsh et al., 2003b).

4. The observation that a fault-array remains coherent as it
propagates is not unexpected, if we assume a coherent growth
model (Marchal et al., 1998; Walsh et al., 2003b). However,
without inclusion of the continuous deformation, the d–x
profile for this fault-array could have been miss-interpreted as
representing three isolated fault segments with coincidental
overlaps.

5. The along-strike extent of the volume of continuous defor-
mation above the upper tip line of the mapped fault-array is
approximately constant upwards through the growth
sequence, implying that the length of the fault-array was
established at an early (small displacement) stage in its
development.

6. Analysis of the continuous deformation in the volume above
one of the mapped fault segments (F1) reveals a pattern of
deformation that is consistent with the distribution of
secondary faults expected to develop during tip line bifurcation
(Childs et al., 1996b; Marchal et al., 2003). The techniques
described in this study can therefore be used to infer the 3D
distribution of fault-related strain ahead of propagating fault
surface if space is traded for time in the analysis.

7. Our results also confirm previous model predictions that
monoclinal folds are likely to develop above the blind, lateral
extents of surface-breaking faults (White and Crider, 2006).

8. The analysis of continuous deformation can potentially be used
to postulate the existence of sub-seismic scale faults and frac-
ture systems, (e.g. at fault bends and within relay ramps) for
the purpose of considering their effects on rock properties and
fluid behaviour if the structures were present.
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